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Now, the content has been made searchable by users of Telegram for their own needs, because
of the new searchable metadata to interact with the Metalanguage for semantic web
implementation we have invented for them and for scores of future internet search
developments in the world.
(Click above link to see demo of the Metalanguage app we have invented, called Knyte Space,
for implementing its commercial application semantic search)

The first page is the limit to what we have to deliver in 2 months as a functioning demo, so we
don’t need to work on the below till we are successful on Telegram with the mentions of 1st
Page.

2. Product Version 2 - (After implementation and growth of version 1) :

The new users to discover the content of others will now be coming to a Telegram bot to  search
for content of all kinds from our bot. As Google has done for the internet, we have made a
large amount of public content on Telegram searchable. Only that, we did it democratically, as a
result of the language we have invented to enable search in semantic web implementation..

For creator: To promote their own content to the public even without a single subscriber or
follower.
For consumer: Search-specific public content of such users will get discovered by users.

Pico economics - Business Model. We will think of more ways of monetizing over time based
on usage, tokens, utilizing Telegram wallet, blockchain-based currencies, and essentially look to
be the most important search app on Telegram which is comfortable with currencies that both
traditional and contemporary world uses.

WHY TELEGRAM?
One knows what Telegram is as its users. But, does one know what Telegram is from the
perspective of those who are attempting to build billion-dollar potential businesses on top of
Telegram?

For now, let us just know from one such team, Steve and Nishchal, that, Telegram will be
recognized as the most user-centric social app in the world for the new age. Telegram will
also be recognized as the most relevant social app for creators who care about their
monetization. Its founder Mr. Durov, will be recognized as a social web hero one day. We will
learn much about Jagat's future versions from reading/watching him and Telegram's future
announcements.
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